Product Technical Data Sheet 048
Duo Walking Trolley
Product Range
P23117

Duo Walking Trolley - Turquoise Blue

P23129

Duo Walking Trolley - Pebble Grey

Product Description & Intended Purpose
The Duo Walking Trolley is intended to be used as a household
trolley to transfer items around the home for those with
reduced mobility. The product is height adjustable and has been
designed to allow a natural walking gait.
Product Features


Dual action sliders allow the trolley to slide when pushed
forward but provide grip and stability if the user leans on
the frame.



Lightweight powder coated steel frame.



Design allows for a natural walking gait.



Removable trays for easy cleaning.



Height adjustable to suit a range of users.

Technical Specification
405mm (16")

Safe Working

(127kg)
Tray Capacity:
5kg (11lb)
Product Weight:
6kg (13¼lb)

835 - 980mm (32¾" - 38½")

Load: 20st

479 - 525mm (18¾" - 20½")

402mm (15¾")
582 - 603mm (23 - 23¾")

PTDS048
Duo Walking Trolley Range
Installation Information: (Note: for detailed information refer to User Instructions)


This product requires assembly before use, it is supplied in ‘flat pack’ form.



All tools and fixings are supplied with the product. No specialist skills are required.



Assembly time is approximately 10 minutes.



It can be adjusted for height to suit individual users.

Safety Precautions


Do not use the trolley to assist when attempting to stand from a seated position.



Do not overload the trolley trays, maximum loading 5kg. If possible it is advisable to position the
items centrally on the trays.

Cleaning


Clean regularly using a general purpose, neutral detergent and warm water.



If required the trays can be removed for cleaning, simply unclip from the frame.



Please check the suitability of the cleaning product before use. Do not use abrasive cleaners or
cloths as these could permanently damage the surface and invalidate any warranty.



Remove any build up of dirt or debris from around the wheels and sliders.

Maintenance


Check that all fixing clips are inserted correctly and there is no excessive movement.



Regularly check the condition of the sliders and that they operate correctly.



Check the wheels can rotate freely.

Spares / Accessories


N43188 - Upper Tray



F17628— Dycem non-slip mat - Red



N43199 - Lower Tray



F17639— Dycem non-slip mat—Blue



N43229 - Replacement Slider Ferrules - Pair



N43218 - ‘e-clips’ - Pack of 4

FAQ’s


How do I measure the correct height for the handles?
Stand with your feet flat on the floor, in your usual footwear, with your arms held loosely at
your sides and measure the height from the floor to your wrist.
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